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Buhari risks splintering Nigeria’s ruling party with IMF program/Naira devaluation
Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari risks splintering the ruling party over a move to adopt an IMF program and devalue
the Naira following an abrupt 69% hike in domestic petrol prices. The party’s chief theoretician and national leader Bola
Tinubu is vehemently opposed to an IMF-led economic program and its attendant austerity measures
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‘”In the end government deficit spending has been the most reliable method to lift a nation” – Bola Tinubu, 2015
Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari risks splintering the ruling party over a move to adopt an IMF
program and devalue the Naira following an abrupt removal of petroleum subsidies. The party’s chief
theoretician and national leader Bola Tinubu is vehemently opposed to an IMF-led economic program and the
attendant austerity measures it will engender. Formed in 2013, Nigeria’s ruling party is an alliance of four
centrist/leftist opposition parties – the Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN), the Congress for Progressive
Change (CPC), the All Nigeria Peoples Party (ANPP) and a faction of the All Progressives Grand Alliance
(APGA). Buhari’s rightward economic policy turn to the IMF could unravel the ruling coalition and engender
the president’s ability to pass new laws thru a fractured National Assembly.
Buhari, who took office in 2015 is beset with growing fiscal difficulties, a $10 – $15 billion annual revenue
shortfall as global oil prices have sagged and falling oil production in the Niger Delta. Unable to quickly ramp
up domestic revenue collection due to a porous tax collection system or quickly source significant donor
funds despite various high foreign trips, Buhari is now set to turn to the IMF for a bailout.
Earlier this week Buhari dramatically cut all petroleum subsidies and hiked domestic fuel prices by almost
70% to reflect the sharp drop in global oil prices and the concomitant rise in USD dollar value of domestic
refined fuel imports. (As late as 2015 Buhari’s ruling All Progressives Congress (APC) had opposed the
removal of petroleum subsidies).
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The adoption of any IMF program and a forced devaluation of the overvalued Naira will consequently rise the
domestic price level and devalue the real value of domestic wages. Moreover an IMF program will restrain the
government from pursuing the aggressive multibillion dollar fiscal programs it promised in its 2015 elections
manifesto. Bola Ahmed Tinubu, the party’s chief theoretician and national leader is vehemently opposed to
the IMF and its sundry programs. Tinubu, who helped engineer the historic win by Buhari in 2015, toppling a
sitting Nigerian president is unlikely to remain silent if Buhari signs onto an IMF program. With public
disappointment over Buhari’s tenure growing, labor unions agitated, many states unable to pay public sector
worker salaries, and a new younger more sophisticated breed of Niger Delta militants poised to shut down
even more oil production, Buhari’s honeymoon is over.
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